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Maker Movement is gaining public notice - 
A revolution in formation?
Is it simply a matter of time before all manufacturing is done this way?

3D printer in every garage
every consumer a producer
additive manufacturing of everything

3D printing heralded as home production
Maker Faire attracts huge attendances – 

crafts people 
robot warriors 
makers of psychedelic machines for Burning Man 
purveyors of Japanese electronics kits

Maker shops (like Tech Shop) springing up

We have been somewhere like this before
Personal computers promised to make 
– every user a programmer
– every kid a hacker
– everybody works from home.

In both cases the technology was still in formation
economics was unformed
 “killer app” so far undiscovered

“checkbook and recipes” the only articulated uses
phenomenon is novel and attractive
claims are outsized

Power behind each phenomenon is the urge to reorganize technology-based production
– gain increasing control of the process and outcome
– increase individual understanding of technologies
– move from position of subject to technology to that of definer of technology 

In both cases established technologies' defenders deride the new forms
PCs dismissed as toys, too feeble to come anywhere near mainframe/mini performance
3D printers dismissed as incapable of producing anything more complex than simple parts.
PC enthusiasts dismissed as unprofessional
Makers dismissed as hobbyists and crafters

In both cases the significance is missed of how the availability of new tools, especially those with a 
social component, support different models of

creativity
product definition



market definition
expectations
standardization

PC industry fed on itself for the first 4 years until first killer app (VisiCalc) appeared
reward for participation was multiple:

increased feeling of empowerment
improved understanding of software 

structure
market
process of creation

social participation rewards

Accusation of “tools as toys” misses the essential duality of the two
Play is the basic mechanism for learning a technology
humans habitually engage in play

as children
as adults

sport
misuse of tools

Play as basis for creating products has proven significant in software
open source phenomenon

Binary distinctions between mass and craft production miss the overlap area
Claims of “maker's revolution” are unsupportable but not dismissible

Scale is reducing for manufacturability
 Mass manufacturing should be looking at ways of adapting to maker methodology

Shift will be slow but inexorable
Mass production will have to concentrate increasingly on low-price markets

Computer industry had to adapt
open source Linux saved IBM's business

old IBM is gone
priesthood is severely corroded

commodity PCs have increased the market for smart phones and tablets
hackers and software makers have provided a significant point of productivity for programmers
individuals trade skills through internet for support of existing products.

All users haven't become hackers or journeymen, 
but social distance between any user and people of capability has lessened as 

intended.

Mass production advantages
Amortization of investment over large product runs allows for low prices
Distance between usership and product conceptualization fosters fatalism and acceptance
Invisibility of production process permits unsustainability without accountability
Supply chain development makes components available preferentially

Mass production disadvantages
Product uniformity within production runs



Product obsolescence and churn frustrates users
Distribution costs mitigate low cost of manufacture 
Top-heavy managerial structures raise prices without adding value
Nonresponsiveness to customer feedback lowers perception of product value

Possible mechanisms of effects of maker movement
Increase in channels for placing orders with mass manufacturers and distributors

No need to deal retail to the same degree
possibility of customization at lower volumes

As channels develop for customized products production capability will drift towards them
marketing challenge in making the connections

Manufacturing will tend to move toward point of use
rebirth of manufacturing in US

also in the rest of world
Shortened loop between product definition, manufacturing and usage

Marketing will undergo the most radical change
example – software

Market today would be unrecognizable in 1960's or 1970's
shrink-wrapped software
small shops offering customization
Open source artisans
99 cent apps

Empowerment of creative impulse
sharing impulse
impulse to exchange and increase knowledge


